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ISSUE

The Mobile Source Air Pollution Reduction Review Committee (MSRC ) has created a
$10 million County Transportation Commission (CTC) Partnership Program for
Transportation Control Measures. This program is offering a funding opportunity to
CTCs to demonstrate innovative projects that have potential to reduce significant
numbers of automobile trips or remove impediments to efficient traffic flow, consistent
with air quality goals. Through this program, Metro and the other member CTC's (San
Bernardino Associated Governments, Riverside County Transportation Commission,
and the Orange County Transportation Authority) each are eligible to submit projects
totaling up to $2.5 million per county to the MSRC. We have considered potential
projects and recommend nominating the Willowbrook/Rosa Parks Station Improvement
Project as our MSRC CTC Partnership Program project for the full $2.5 million available
to Metro.
BACKGROUND

In September 1990, California AB 2766 was signed into law. This legislation authorized
a $4 per vehicle surcharge on annual registration fees . This money is used to fund the
implementation of programs to reduce air pollution from motor vehicles pursuant to air
quality plans and provisions of the California Clean Air Act.
To determine which projects should be funded by the Discretionary Fund , AB 2766
called for the creation of the MSRC , which would develop a Work Program for
evaluating programs, would evaluate said programs, and would make a final
recommendation to the SCAQMD Governing Board as to which programs and/or

projects would be funded. The legislation also allowed for the formation of a Technical
Advisory Committee (TAC) to assist and advise the MSRC.
This is the first time the MSRC is offering the CTC Partnership Program. The CTC
Partnership Program will offer each of the four member CTCs an equal share of the
available $10 million; thus, each CTC is eligible for $2.5 million. Examples of eligible
project categories that were highlighted in the MRSC application package include;
traffic signal coordination, ridesharing programs, car sharing/bike sharing projects,
transit pass incentive programs, freeway service patrols, "first mile, last mile" strategies,
transit center infrastructure, and information technology projects. Projects are due to
st
the MRSC from each CTC by March 1 and must be implemented within 60 months of
contract execution.
Metro reviewed several options and the programs taken into consideration were Bike
Share, First/Last Mile, supplementing the Call for Projects Active Transportation
Program, and Complete Streets demonstration projects. We are proposing to fully
utilize the full $2.5 million of MSRC funds to contribute to the Willowbrook/Rosa Parks
Station Improvement Project (Project), as this project is consistent with the automobile
reduction/air quality benefit intent of the program for a project that already has Board
direction. The MSRC grant will substitute for funds previously committed to the project
that are otherwise available for operations. The Willowbrook/Rosa Parks Station
(Station) is a major regional transit hub connecting the Metro Blue and Green Lines to
numerous Metro and municipal bus lines and community shuttles. The Project will
invest in a significant modernization and enhancement of the Station in order to: (i)
expand Station capacity; (ii) improve multi-modal connections; (iii) address safety and
security concerns; and (iv) enhance connections to the surrounding community.

NEXT STEPS
We will prepare a project application for the Rosa Parks Station Improvement Project
for submittal to the MSRC over the next several weeks.
Metro's application will be considered by the MSRC no later than their March 2016
meeting. Upon approval by the MSRC, a sole-source contract will be pursued between
Metro and the South Coast Air Quality Management District, which will administer
funding on behalf of the MSRC.
Attachment - MSRC Transportation Control Measure CTC Partnership Program,
Invitation to Negotiate
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INTRODUCTION
Since the inception of the MSRC's Clean Transportation Program almost 25 years ago, significant progress has
been made in reducing emissions from motor vehicles, especially as it pertains to vehicle exhaust emissions.
Emissions from motor vehicles, including light, medium, and heavy-duty vehicles, are on the order of 90%
cleaner today as compared to 25 years ago, and overall air quality has improved measurably within the South
CoastAQMD.
While measureable progress has been made in reducing vehicle emissions, the South Coast region still fails to
meet federally-mandated air quality standards. These standards for smog-forming pollutants will become
even stricter by year 2023 - only eight years away. According to the South Coast AQMD, air pollutant
emissions must be reduced by an additional 75% in order to meet the 2023 federal ozone standard.
It is unlikely that automotive technology advancements alone will be able to achieve the required 75%
reduction in air pollutant emissions, at least in the near term. While zero-emission technologies are being
introduced into the marketplace at the highest rates in history, advanced technology vehicles have inherent
range limitations that reduce their mass appeal. Also, advanced technology vehicles currently carry a price
premium that has limited their market penetration. Conventional vehicle emissions on the other hand are
nearing their practical lower limit - most new automobiles produced today are already classified as lowemitting vehicles. It is unlikely that conventional gasoline vehicles will be capable of achieving significantly
lower emission levels, as many are already approaching "near zero" emissions.
Compounding the issue is the projected population growth, estimated by the Southern California Association
of Governments at approximately 12.5% for the South Coast region between 2020 and 2035. This anticipated
growth not only negatively impacts air quality, but roadway congestion as well.
Thus, it's reasonable to conclude that in order to attain healthful air quality, it will take more than simply
driving down vehicle tailpipe emissions further - vehicle trips and miles traveled must be removed from South
Coast Roadways.
Over the years, several transportation demand management (TOM} strategies have been demonstrated in an
attempt to shift drivers out of their cars and into an alternative commute mode - public transit, ridesharing, or
an active transportation mode such as walking and bicycling. While the goal of single occupant automobile trip
reductions has remained constant, the methods of convincing drivers to opt out of solo-vehicle commuting
have evolved in recent years, in part due to new communication and information technologies. As an
example, alternative commute strategies such as car and bike sharing have really only become viable options
with the proliferation of smart phones - these strategies can now help address the broader TOM goal of
increased use of public transportation by addressing the "First Mile, Last Mile" conundrum. Social media, a
phenomenon that has only been available for a few years, is reshaping how individuals evaluate ridesharing
options. Thus, recent technology innovations have put a new spin on familiar trip reduction strategies. In
turn, the need for short term air pollution reduction strategies is placing a renewed emphasis on the
implementation of transportation demand strategies.
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Traditional TOM and transportation control measure (TCM) strategies are also getting more attention due the
inextricable link between traffic congestion and air quality. Increased emphasis is being placed on strategies
that smooth traffic flow, such as the modernization of traffic control systems to adaptively coordinate traffic
signals in real-time and roving freeway service patrols to quickly remove non-recurrent traffic incidents.
The purpose of this Invitation to Negotiate is to partner with County Transportation Commissions (CTCs) that
have historically taken the lead in implementing TOM/TCM strategies and provide a flexible funding
opportunity to demonstrate innovative projects that have potential to reduce significant numbers of
automobile trips or remove impediments to efficient traffic flow. In addition, projects that stimulate the use of
lower-emitting technologies, especially those coupled with traditional TOM strategies are sought; this could
include, but is not limited to, the use of zero emission vehicles in shared ride projects or the implementation of
electric vehicle charging infrastructure at public transit facilities.
Thus, in offering funding to the CTCs, the MSRC hopes to stimulate the demonstration of innovative TOM/TCM
projects, as well as expand "tried and true" strategies throughout the region, consistent with air quality goals
and SB375. The goal of the MSRC is to provide funds that can be used to match other sources of funding; it is
hoped that the infusion of MSRC funds will allow TDM/TCM projects to be implemented both sooner and on a
broader scale.
The MSRC views the CTCs as the appropriate partner for TOM/TCM projects, as the CTCs typically solicit and
co-fund the majority of TOM/TCM projects within their respective jurisdictions. Thus, the CTCs have the best
overall perspective regarding the need for transportation control measures within their respective regions as
well as knowledge of where funding can most effectively be applied.
It is understood that each CTC has ambitious plans for TOM demonstration and expansion within their region.
Undoubtedly, the funding needs for each CTC jurisdiction greatly exceed the funding available from all sources.
Because each CTC could easily expend any level of funding offered by the MSRC, and given that MSRC funding
is limited, the CTC Partnership Program will offer each Transportation Commission an equal share of the
available $10M; thus, each CTC is eligible for $2.SM in MSRC Clean Transportation Funding™. As stated above,
the MSRC anticipates that this amount will be significantly leveraged with other funding sources.
The MSRC also understands that the burden for wisely investing MSRC funds, including project identification
and selection, oversight, and reporting, largely rests with the CTCs. In recognition of the CTCs accepting these
responsibilities, the MSRC will reciprocate by offering the CTCs a high degree of flexibility in implementing air
quality improvement-oriented TOM/TCM projects within their jurisdiction. This flexibility extends to project
type and implementation schedule, as the MSRC is fully aware that each CTC has unique requirements from a
timeline perspective.
The MSRC does require, however, that projects implemented with Clean Transportation Funding™ focus on air
quality improvements. Examples of eligible TOM/TCM project categories are presented below; other project
types may be eligible:
•

Traffic Signal Coordination;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ridesharing Programs;
Car sharing/bike sharing projects;
Transit Pass incentive programs;
Freeway Service Patrols;
"First mile, last mile" strategies
Transit center infrastructure
Information technology projects •

The MSRC recognizes that the expertise for designing TDM/TCM projects resides with the

eres; thus, other

project categories are potentially eligible if they offer the potential to result in meaningful air quality benefits.
Please note the determination of project eligibility will remain the sole authority of the MSRC.
All CTCs are encouraged to submit a concise Proposal for MSRC funding consideration in accordance with the
guidelines outlined in the following Sections. An approximately seven-month window has been established to
accept proposals commencing on April 3, 2015 and ending October 30, 2015. Proposals may be submitted at
any time during that period and will be considered for funding upon receipt. Additionally, a ere may submit
multiple proposals for MSRC funding consideration throughout the proposal acceptance period.

II

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS & CONDITIONS

The MSRC's Transportation Control Measure

ere Partnership Program has been designed to offer maximum

flexibility while ensuring conformance to all applicable SCAQMD regulations and MSRC policies. Thus, the
following requirements and conditions apply to each ere:
1. Earliest Date for an MSRC Co-funded Project to Commence - The release date of this Invitation to
Negotiate, April 3, 2015, is the earliest date work on a project can commence and be potentially eligible for
MSRC funding. This only applies to project implementation costs for which MSRC funding is sought -

previous TDM/TCM coordination planning or other project components conducted using other funding
sources are not subject to this requirement.
Please note that any expenditure made in anticipation of an award of MSRC funding prior to contract
execution is solely at the applicant's risk. If no contract is executed, neither the MSRC nor SCAQMD is
liable for payment of any funds expended in anticipation of a contract. Please note that in the event a
contract is executed, reimbursement for any costs incurred by the proposer in anticipation of the contract
is at the discretion of the MSRC and SCAQMD.
2.

Funding Availability - The total amount of MSRC Clean Transportation Funding™ allocated for the
Partnership Program is $10.0M. Each

ere

ere within the SCAQMD is eligible to receive a maximum of $2. SM

under the Partnership Program on a sole-source contract award basis.
3.

Eligibility Requirements - Only County Transportation Commissions within the SCAQMD are eligible to
submit a proposal under the Program. Other public and private entities, including but not limited to transit
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operators, local governments, public agencies, traffic engineering firms, urban planning firms, etc., are
welcome to participate as a subcontractor to a County Transportation Commission.
4.

Project Completion Deadlines - All projects should be designed such that they can be fully implemented
within 60 months of contract execution.

5.

Reporting Requirements - The reporting requirements established for the Program are intended to ensure
adequate monitoring of the use of public funds, while avoiding the imposition of excessive reporting
burdens on the funding recipients. Individual reporting requirements will be a function of the type of
project proposed; however, reporting typically includes quarterly progress reports as well as a concise
Final Report.

6. Audit Requirements - In accordance with state law, all projects funded with MSRC Clean Transportation

Funding™ are subject to audit. It is highly recommended that applicants employ standard government
accounting practices when administering their MSRC co-funded project.

7. Additional Requirements & Conditions on MSRC Program Funding
•

Projects funded under the MSRC CTC Partnership Program are not eligible to receive additional MSRC
funds under any other current or future MSRC Work Program solicitation;

•

Projects awarded MSRC funding under a previous Work Program are not eligible to receive additional
MSRC funding under this Program;

•

MSRC funding over and above the original contract amount will not be available for any reason,
including project cost overruns. CTCs must use funding sources other than MSRC funds to cover
foreseen or unforeseen project cost increases;

•

Project management costs necessary to implement demonstration projects are allowable; however,
the MSRC reserves the right to reduce or delete project management costs that appear excessive;

•

MSRC funds will be distributed on a reimbursement basis upon completion of the approved project
milestone and submittal of all required reports and invoices;

•

Certificate of Insurance or Letter of Self Insurance - All CTCs that accept an MSRC funding award must
provide a Certificate of Insurance or Letter of Self Insurance within 45 days of notification of a funding

award.

PROPOSAL CONTENT

II

In an effort to reduce the paperwork burden, a concise proposal format has been adopted for the
Transportation Control Measure CTC Partnership Program. There are three (3) primary parts to be completed,
as follows:

•

Work Plan - This proposal element outlines the various TDM/TCM projects or programs for which
MSRC funding is sought. The information provided will be the primary source material for the
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development of a sole-source contract Statement of Work. The Work Plan should, to the extent
feasible, include specific information as it pertains to each TDM/TCM project(s) selected for
demonstration or implementation.

Ill

•

Proposed Budget - This proposal element delineates how the CTC proposes to invest their
appropriation of MSRC Clean Transportation Funding™. As with the Work Plan, it is preferred that the
CTC provide cost information at the "per project" level. However, under an anticipated Call for
Projects scenario, definitized cost information may not be readily available. Thus, the CTC may provide
a draft Budget, with the knowledge that additional specificity will be added through a subsequent
submission. At a minimum, CTCs should specify what limit they would place on MSRC funding as a
percentage of individual project costs. Please note that the goal of the MSRC is to significantly
leverage aean Transportation Funding™; thus, CTCs are encouraged to maximize the use of other
funding sources and limit the use of MSRC funds to cases where the availability of MSRC funding is a
deciding factor in a project's viability.

•

Implementation Schedule - This final proposal element requests the submittal of a schedule depicting
key milestones, anticipated project completion dates, etc. There is a high level of flexibility associated
with the 60 months of contract execution.

PROPOSAL SUBMITTAL

Proposals can be submitted by a CTC anytime between the dates of April 3, 2015 and October 30, 2015. As
this is a sole source solicitation, the MSRC reserves the right to modify the proposal acceptance period at their
discretion, including granting additional proposal preparation time without penalty.
Proposals may be submitted in any manner, including e-mail, and should be addressed to Cynthia Ravenstein,
MSRC Program Administrator:
Cynthia Ravenstein
21865 Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
Cravenstein@AQMD.gov
(909) 396-3269

IV

PROPOSAL REVIEW

A Subcommittee of the MSRC Technical Advisory Committee (MSRC-TAC) will evaluate each proposal received
for conformance to MSRC goals and Program requirements. The Subcommittee will make recommendations
to the full MSRC-TAC, who will in turn advise the MSRC. Upon approval by the MSRC, a sole-source contract
will be pursued between the SCAQMD on behalf of the MSRC and each CTC. Proposals will be evaluated as
received.
If proposal submittal includes a Public Works project as defined by State of California Labor Code Section 1720,
Proposer is required to include Contractor Registration Number. Proposer is alerted to changes to California
Prevailing Wage compliance requirements as defined in Senate Bill 854 (Stat. 2014, Chapter 28).
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